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abstract: This paper discusses the recent introduction of master planning tool in the Russian system of urban planning.
Public authorities claim that under obsolescence and rigidity of the existing system of spatial planning master plans
should become an effective solution for urban growth and development. Despite all the attention, published master plans
have an unclear legal status and their introduction often results in some degree of overlap and blurring with existing
spatial development institutions.
The research critically examines i) how master plans are (not?) being incorporated in existing urban planning institutes
ii) the reasons of master planning practice emergence. Going beyond transitional frameworks, the study discusses
institutional change in urban planning in a post-socialist city.
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Introduction
“For developing cities a general plan becomes an obstacle…
a master plan is needed: a spatial vision of the city’s
development, not as detailed as required by the current
legislation” – commented Khusnullin, Deputy Mayor of
Moscow at that time and present Deputy Prime Minister
of Russia for Construction and Regional Development1.
Claiming the obsolescence of the current urban planning
system and the necessity to create a new tool for spatial
development became mainstream after the presidential
instructions to “propose approach for the shift from the
general plan towards a document defining the strategic
directions of spatial development”2.
We consider the changes in Russian urban planning
system from new institutionalism framework that provides
a tool for exploring the evolution of the institutions, their
adaptation to changing external conditions, and actors`
interventions3. Particularly significant institutional
changes in urban governance and planning systems have
taken place in the former socialist cities of Central and
Eastern Europe4.
The system of spatial planning after the transition period
of the 1990s is a mixture of traditional socialist institutions
and imported Western ones that “coexist and conflict
with each other”5. Contemporary spatial planning system
in Russia has developed in the mid-2000s as a part of a
wider process of reforms and resulted in a new urban
planning code adoption in 2004. Urban planning system
is now regulated by federal legislation, while the power to
develop, approve and implement two main documents –
general plans and zoning codes - was transferred to the
local governments.

At the same time, a process of deliberate weakening of
municipal power - the so-called municipal counter-reform
– has began, when city governments were incorporated
into so-called ‘vertical of power’ subordinated to governors
appointed by the president6. The culmination of this
practice were changes in the federal law on local selfgovernment, allowing regions to take away the powers of
cities in urban planning7.
The existing territorial planning tools do not satisfy
regional governments that are actually in charge of urban
development. At the same period, urban development was
introduced into the federal agenda through city-centric
growth narratives and the ‘metropolitan turn’, resulting in
the adoption of the so-called National Projects, including
among other things housing, urban environment, smart
cities, public transport, etc8. The unit of spatial planning is
agglomeration, not the separate city; major part of National
and Federal projects are to be planned and implemented
on agglomeration level. The regional governments are now
in charge of urban development, while city mayors remain
on the sidelines; however, no new tools for planning and
managing urban spatial development have been created
to help regional authorities achieve development goals.
Discussion of urbanized territories management tools has
intensified in the public discourse.
Therefore, the interest to alternative urban planning tool,
without the disadvantages of a post-transit general plan has
emerged9. Master plans are used as a city- or agglomerationlevel spatial development plans, establishing future vision
of urban development. Although the implementation
of master plan can go only through traditional planning
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documents, the public authorities now have an instrument
for analysis and solutions development both at the city and
agglomeration level. In this sense, masterplan is a response
to the limitations of the established spatial planning system.
We conceptualize master plans in Russian urban planning
practice as a city-level strategic document that allows public
regional and local authorities to work under limitations of
the existing urban planning system. This research seeks
to develop under-researched empirical topic of urban
planning institutions change after the end of the transition
period. As we intend to avoid looking for specifically postsocialist expressions of urbanism as exceptional cases, this
research contributes to the understanding of contemporary
post-socialist city while “splintering the post-socialist
urban world”10.
To sketch out the main contours of master planning
practice in contemporary Russia we employ a legal and
institutional analysis surrounding the incorporation
of master planning approach. Case analysis of several
published master plans gives additional evidence and helps
to achieve a comprehensive picture of changing urban
planning practice. The paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 seeks to investigate the nature master planning
practice emergence. In particular, Section 2.1 starts with
a discussion of the place of master plans in the Russian
urban planning system. Section 2.2 sets up the cases in
order to define the key goals, approaches of the created
master plans. Section 3 seeks to hypothesise the reasons of
this new planning instrument introduction.
Towards roll-out of the master-plan
Incorporation of master plans in existing urban planning
institutions
The term ‘master plan’ in contemporary Russian urban
planning practice is usually referred to two types of
projects: master plan of the territory or master plan of the
city11. While the first refers to a conceptual plan of new
development or redevelopment of a part of the city, usually
financed by a private developer, the latter represents a
strategic document for the spatial development of the whole
city that can be developed on request of city admisitration,
NGOs, private developers and other actors. This article
focuses only on city-level master plans that complement
and compete with existing urban planning tools.
The position of the master plan in the modern system of
urban planning institutions can be characterized as layering
– creation of new policy without the elimination of old
one12. Although during the 2010s, master plan was viewed
as an institution that would replace the general plan, now
it rather complements the existing urban planning system
and meets its specific objectives. The benchmark for such
objectives can be found in the first Russian master plan
of the city of Perm (fig. 2), that “disseminated principles
formed in other countries through decades” among
local professionals, for whom “this way of reflection and
discussion on urban development was relatively new”13.
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In sum, this document was to transmit international
best practices and to form a basis for general plan and
zoning code; while these ambitious objectives did not
have any legal significance, thus they had problems with
implementation14. Contemporary master plans share the
same problems and limitations.
The emergence of an institutional ‘niche’ that the master
plan is now filling can be explained through limitations
that the major official spatial planning instrument –
general plan – has in result of reforming urban planning
reforms. First, general plan lacks the goal-setting for urban
development; second - implementation plan with relevant
timing and stages. Master plan fills in those two gaps.
The spatial development of Russian cities is regulated by
several institutions, determined by the main federal laws
on urban planning, local self-government, and strategic
planning. The key local level document is the Longterm socio-economic development strategy. Long-term
document of spatial planning is developed on its basis and
is titled ‘general plan’. Urban land use is regulated through
indefinite zoning code. General plan, zoning code and
strategies are developed for one municipality and approved
by the same municipality.
As a result of the metropolitan turn of the 2010s, that
gave rise to city-centric economic growth priority, the
framework of urban policy became more focused on
urban agglomerations giving them priority in the federal
planning documents, while the law on agglomerations was
never adopted. Some of the examined master plans relate
to agglomeration spatial development, although the object
of planning itself is not formally defined. Regional spatial
development strategies and state programs are too general
and cannot directly influence land use and development.
Master plan seeks to solve this institutional conundrum.
Today the master plan occupies a peculiar place in the
spatial planning system (fig. 1). Legally, this document
does not exist while the law on strategic planning in theory
leaves the door open to spatial strategies: master plan is a
legal, but informal urban planning practice. Since there are
no formal mechanisms for its implementation, master plan
is being implemented informally with the help of power
relations - the real beneficiaries (federal, regional and local
authorities), while the official customers can be GONGOs
(government-organized non-governmental organizations),
developers, development institutions or even a local park.
At the extreme, an official or real beneficiary might even
not be known.
Although modern Russian legislation does not recognize
a master plan as a planning document unlike general
plans, zoning codes, urban design standards, socioeconomic development strategies and even city budgets,
in the last decade master plans have found their niche in
the urban planning process. Master plan is considered as

fig. 1. Urban planning system in Russia. Developed (by author).

a tool for planning and goal-setting, that forms a basis for
further development of general plan and socio-economic
development strategy. With a master plan, regional and
urban governments seek to produce mid-term 10-year
plan. Thus, master plan precedes the development of
official planning tools, combining strategic and spatial
dimensions.
Case studies
This section provides an overview of the 16 case study
master plans. Fifteen case studies represent the master
planning practice established in the 2014-2020 years;
however, the clear majority of documents were prepared in
the last 3 years when this approach to spatial development
became widespread. The only stand-alone case from 2010
is the first Russian master plan of Perm that, despite of its
implementation failure, lack of support in architectural and
development community and public rejection of the city
authorities to use the master plan in 2013, “is still being
promoted as a pioneer and a role model for other Russian
cities”15. Two cases from the Republic of Crimea were
also examined as they in fact represent the recent masterplanning practice under Russian conditions, law and
institutions, while recognized as Ukrainian by the United
Nations16. The selection does not include the projects
developed for the competition for the development of the
Moscow agglomeration in 2012, as the statements of the
Moscow Mayor’s Office on the upcoming development of
the Moscow Master Plan never took place and the project
has stopped at the concept stage. The sample of cases covers
all open-access city-level master plans, developed since

2010, found by the authors, although it should be noted
that, based on press releases, some of the master plans were
never published or only design solutions were made public.
Our selection of master plans represents almost every
Federal district (grouping of the federal subjects) and
cover both central and remote settlements, with different
characters/features and history, population dynamics, with
population from 10,000 to 1,000,000+ people. The diversity
of cases is intended to discuss how the master planning
tool in Russia adapts to different origins and tasks. A
summary table of the cases is shown in fig. 2; the following
paragraphs discuss the key actors involved in the master
planning practice, commonalities and distinctions of the
cases.
Overall structure and content of the documents reveal no
common understanding of the idea of master planning.
A typical master plan represents a lengthy document of
several hundred pages, with a large amount of both visual
and text information. Almost all published documents
include a section explaining a master planning concept
and the content of this section varies greatly: while some
present the document as a collection of ideas from the
specialists, architects and activists, others see the master
plan as the implementation of national projects or wider
strategic goals of the state. Some plans are based on official
statistical forecasts, adjusting the urban environment to
the expected figures, others develop their own quantitative
benchmarks or even ignore the quantitative approach in
general. While almost all master plans aim to create a vision
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fig. 2. Cases overview. Developed (by author).

for the long-term development of the city, this vision is not
always explicit in the text, while the long-term is usually
limited to ten years.
In almost 2/3 of the cases the initiative and control over
the creation of the master plan was external, in most cases
with the participation of the DOM.RF, federal housing
development institution operating in fields of housing,
creating a civilized rental market, and improving the urban
environment. Creation of master plans under DOM.RF
usually means special attention to the city by the federal
authorities due to its strategic location, important objects
or population size. Other semi-external customers of
master plans are private companies operating in a singleindustry towns, giving master plan as a certain ‘present’ to
the citizens or GONGOs, usually named as ‘Fund for the
Urban Development of the City’17. At the same time, even
in master plans with an external incentive for development,
a ‘beneficiary’ name sometimes appears near the ‘customer’
name - implying that further work on the master plan
implementation will be carried out by the city authorities.
In more rare cases, the customers for the development of
the master plan are the local government, sometimes also
legally covered by another organization - for example, a
local park.
The main developer of the master plans is Strelka KB,
Moscow-based urban consultancy, however some other
Russian companies, mostly located in Moscow or St.
Petersburg, also act as contractors for such projects. Most
recent master planning projects often involve international
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architectural bureaus as collaborators, but despite this local
advisors and architects generally develop most part of the
project. Despite the fragmented inclusion of international
bureaus and consultants in master plan development, most
documents include references to the best international
practices, and this approach is usually directly enshrined
in the terms of reference for the project. The geography
of such references is extensive and largely depends on
the type of city under strategizing (resort, port, regional
capital, northern city, etc.), however, most of the best
practices cited refer to Europe (mostly Nordic countries,
the Netherlands, Germany, UK) and selected high-tech
Asian countries or cities, such as South Korea, Japan, Hong
Kong or Singapore.
Unclear status of the document is often referred as an
advantage in master plans, allowing more vivid and realistic
picture of the future that dry and rigid institutions resist.
“Umbrella branding” of master planning is well described
in Omsk master plan: “We decided to call it master plan,
thereby emphasizing the free choice in the structure,
content and methods, since Russian legislation does not
contain any requirements for it”18. Customers of master
plans use non-binding nature of master plans as an easy way
out of limiting official urban planning procedures, however
some master-plans propose future use of the document in
general plans or zoning codes. Other common features
of the content of the master plans, including growth- and
project-orientation, top-down strategizing and emphasis
on beautification are described in the fig. 3.

fig. 3. Commonalities in master plans (by author).

Discussion of hypotheses
In the following section, we discuss the reasons of the
emergence of this particular tool of spatial development.
If a niche for its uprising was prepared by changing power
and responsibility balance between state, regions and local
government in relation to urban development, the path of
its origin can be traced in four accompanying processes:
competition for federal attention and funding, shift from
framework towards direct interventions, reaction to
inadequate urban planning system and ‘best practices’
approach.
First, in the context of decreasing power and financial
autonomy of municipalities, local authorities seek to
attract federal attention and funding through overly
ambitious megaprojects. Master plans necessarily include
a spectacular component, citing one of the investigated
document “vision of urban development, better if in
pictures”19. With limited power and finance at city level,
mega projects are considered not as catalysts of activity and
growth, but as instrument of attracting attention from the
federal government. Most often, the volume of construction
and the target indicators of such projects are significantly
overestimated, but a demonstrative approach is a necessary
condition in the face of competition for attention. Even the
terms of reference for master plans development usually
include the requirement to attract not only private, but
federal and regional finance.
Mega-projects in Russia are generally implemented
through direct government intervention while official
planning procedures are often cut or neglected, while the
visual effect is the core for the “allure of the authoritarian

state”20. The mentioned above top-down strategizing,
project-oriented approach and growth-oriented planning
give additional evidence to this hypothesis. Mega-projects
“demonstrate the capacity of an authoritarian state to
implement ambitious projects” and thus the power of urban
governance under authoritarian urbanism in general21.
The second notion involves the shift from framework
toward direct interventions in urban development
process. After the transition, post-socialist cities started
to operate with mostly indirect planning tools creating a
framework rather than intervening. These as framework
type regulations include maximum density or functional
limitation as well as sophisticated taxation22. The emergency
of master planning indicates the turn to opposite direction:
direct management, distrust of the market mechanism
and entrepreneurship in city development. Dissemination
of the centrally produced idea with partial neglection to
legal basis was illustratively demonstrated on the case of
housing renovation program spread from Moscow to the
whole country23. Although the Moscow master plan was
never created, the states` interest drives the creation of
most of the master plans, as shown in the section 2.2
Speed at which the idea of the master plan reached the
elites and is even promoted by them indicates survivability
of the socialist approach to urban planning, “still-socialist”
characters of urban governance in a post-socialist city24.
Master planning reveals mutual penetration of socialist
practices and authoritarian urbanism.
Third, master plans are developed as a reaction to weakened
urban planning system. The end of the transition process
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does not mean the end of the institutional change of urban
planning. However since the end of the 2000s structure of
the Russian economy resembles capitalists ones and the
post-socialist import of institutions is finished, the role of
public authorities in the urban governance and development
is higher than in other post-socialist countries25. The
institute of master planning can be viewed as a reaction
to the substitutes of spatial planning (that is, inefficient
and weakened institutions), caused by the adaptation
of imported practices to Russian reality26. Masterplan
is an ‘intermediate’ institution that tries to replace nonfunctioning ones. The pretext for its appearance is
described by Golubchikov: although general plans existed
under socialism, the system of urban planning did not
have a legislative status: only reforms of 1900s-2000s have
institutionalized the general plan giving it a power to limit
and regulate the actions of public authorities and land
owners27.
Local public authorities and private businesses have
successfully overcome the restrictions imposed by new or
strengthened old urban planning institutions: the imported
institutions were partly substituted, partly rolled back to
the pre-reform situation28. The Federal Law “On Strategic
Planning in the Russian Federation” of 2014 in a sense has
streamlined the existing urban planning structure and as
well has created a legal opportunity for master planning
under the guise of municipal spatial strategies.
Finally, master plans illustrate the wide spreading
approach of ‘best practices’. ‘Best international practices’
were introduced to public administration system in 2010s
through rational principles of public administration29. ‘Best
practices’ approach has influenced Russian system of urban
planning and spatial management in general. Orientation
on ‘best practices’ can be attributed to neoliberal forms of
city governance30.
The growing popularity of master planning is also
explained by perception of master plans as international
best practices, unlike the dusty and outdated general plans.
Another advantage of the master plan is the “presentation”
nature of the document, as it is consciously developed
for visual perception. While general plans as well possess
some cartographic materials, they look unfriendly to nonspecialists and attract primarily professional attention.
Conclusion and discussion
This paper examined changing urban planning practice
under the introduction of master planning practice using
the conceptual framework of neoinstitutionalism in a postsocialist city. At the first step, we conceptualized master
plans in Russia through its role in current legal system and
relationship with the existing system of urban planning.
However, the new institution of master plan rather
complement and layer traditional spatial planning than
cancels them, it equips local and regional authorities with
new tools for flexible planning, analysis and forecasting.
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At the same time, development and implementation of
master plans is delivered through legal, but informal
power practices. Our case study analysis demonstrated
a significant distinction between master plans and
traditional institutions. Despite the lack of common
understanding and unclear legal status, the developers of
these documents benefit from free format and absence
of formal requirements. Despite significant differences in
content most published documents share top-down and
project-oriented approach, focus on visual component and
embeddedness in the federal state priorities.
At the second step we develop reasoning for the master
planning practice introduction. Our hypothesis suggests
several interrelated explanations: the need to create a bright
image of the future (megaproject) in order to attract finance
and attention from higher levels of government system;
fatigue from fine tuning of urban planning frameworks and
drift towards direct interventions; Reaction to inadequate
urban planning system and allure of ‘best practices’. The
implementation of new spatial development projects,
in particular megaprojects, requires the participation of
regional authorities as supervisors, while regions do not
have formal tools and institutions for intervention. Master
plans become a very attractive way out of this trap: regional
authorities control the planning process and are do not
formally take any responsibility of the outcomes. Our
research shows that the existing spatial planning system is
partly inadequate to the challenges faced by Russian cities.
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